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Lesson 25 
 
Question 4 (continued) 
What is God? 
 
Answer: 
God is a spirit, infinite, eternal and unchangeable, in his being, wisdom, power, holiness, justice, 
goodness and truth 
 
From Lecture 17: 
It would be advantageous for our better inquiry into the divine attributes to determine a 
suitable distribution of them.  Various theologians have various methods.  Some divide them in 
negatives, removing all imperfections from God.  Some divide them into relatives, as revealed 
by some relationship which he bears to the creature.  Some divide them into positives, 
attributing various perfections to him.  Others, not differing from the previously mentioned, 
differ but in terms, attributing them to him by way of causality, remotion [being remote or 
removing] and eminency.  Others divide them in goodness and greatness.  Others into the 
attributes which shine forth by themselves, considering God as the complete and perfect First 
Being or such attributes as appear in his ability to work powerfully.  I normally chose this last 
method but the method of the catechism leads me to another method.  I shall therefore take 
up the attributes in the description and assign them their proper ideas as I pass through the 
description.  For others not named here, they may be taken notice of later in their proper 
places.  In this description we may observe three sorts of attributes.  1.  A genus [classification] 
is attributed to him by analogy, in that he is called a spirit.  2.  Three divine qualities are 
negatively expressed, these being infinite, etc.  3. Six divine powers and virtues are expressed.  
These may be spoken to in order. 
 
 
5. Goodness 
 
 It follow that we should next take an account of the goodness of God, which is another 
of his virtues or glorious perfections and which also has its manifestation in his power to work.  
For even though God is good in himself, yes, he is goodness itself, yet from this essential 
goodness of his, there is a relative goodness which flows out to the creature.  This reveals the 
perfection of God’s goodness and thereby the creature can taste and see that God is good.  We 
may take this into account by way of this description:  Goodness is God inclined to bestow his 
favors freely upon his creatures.  We do not look upon this attribute here as an expression of 
the perfection of his nature, which is the goodness of a being for his goodness contains all of his 
attributes under it, nor as his own happiness which is the result of the former and is also 
counted the goodness of a being, but of a moral virtue as we understand it.  So the Scripture, 
for the most part, uses it and it has a relationship to that to which it imparts itself and in that 
communication it is made known.  Thus, we read in Psalm 119:69, “You are good, and You do 
what is good; teach me Your statutes.”  Here we may 1) make some general remarks on the 
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goodness of God and 2) discuss more particularly the various revelations which are made of it 
in the works of God. 
 1.  In general, we may observe: 
  1.  The subject which participates in this goodness and that is the created being.  
We may look at the creature indefinitely and universally.  There is no created being, whether 
the noblest angel in heaven to the lowest worm on the earth, that does not participate in the 
influence of this attribute.  The Scripture therefore frequently describes the expression of this 
perfection.  We read in Psalm 145:9, “The Lord is good to everyone; His compassion rests on all 
He has made.”  The 104th Psalm is a discussion of this from beginning to end and it is for this 
reason that all beings are called to praise the Lord.  See Psalm 148. 
  2.  The description of this goodness includes all the favors which the created 
beings participate in.  Anything which benefits the created being is contained within the idea of 
goodness because it does the creature good and inasmuch as everything the creature is or has 
comes from God, it is necessarily the evidence and revelation of his goodness to the creature.  
These are therefore called his benefits and it is for this that the psalmist calls on himself to 
praise God.  See Psalm 103:2.  [My soul, praise the Lord, and do not forget all His benefits.]   
  3.  What makes this goodness praiseworthy is that God bestows all these favors 
freely upon the creature.  The creature had no grounds to demand them in itself but they are in 
every way free.  There was no obligation requiring God to do this, nor did God require the 
existence of his created beings since he had done well enough without them through the length 
of eternity.  Neither was there any consequent merit in the creatures which made them 
deserving of any part of this goodness since they had not done anything for God to place him in 
their debt through a kindness or a favor which they did for him.  For the very powers and 
actions of the creature are simply the fruits of God’s goodness so that it is the creature that 
owes God acknowledgement and praise and on the contrary, God owes nothing to the creature 
for its service.  See I Chronicles 29:13, 14 which says, “Now therefore, our God, we give You 
thanks and praise Your glorious name.  But who am I, and who are my people, that we should 
be able to give as generously as this? For everything comes from You, and we have given You 
only what comes from Your own hand.”   It is on account of this freedom of God from obligation 
to the creature that God dispenses this goodness in a variety of manners and degrees to his 
creatures at his own pleasure and does not have to give an account for it.  Those who receive 
the least still have more than God owes them. 
  4.  All this results from God’s natural inclination to do so.  In men we observe 
actions and those observations lead us to take notice of some virtues which are the foundations 
from which their actions flow.  By the frequency of such actions we judge these virtues to be 
habitually seated in them and it is in this manner we conceive of God.  Therefore if we consider 
that which highly commends men regarding goodness, we can in some way understand this 
quality which is surpassingly and incomparably in God.  The apostle seems to give preference to 
a good man over a righteous man as we read in Romans 5:7 which says, “For rarely will 
someone die for a just person—though for a good person perhaps someone might even dare to 
die.”  What will follow here are the principle characteristics of one who is distinguished as good 
and from there we may see how they are surpassed by God. 
   1.  He is ready to do good to all who ask it.  It is so natural to him that it 
flows out spontaneously.  Merely ask and you shall have.  Some men have been commended 
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for this but God is like this.  Thus we have that encouragement from the Messiah in 
Matthew 7:7 which reads, “Keep asking, and it will be given to you…”  And also the declaration 
of the psalmist in Psalm 145:18, “The Lord is near all who call out to Him, all who call out to Him 
with integrity.”  And the psalmist seals it with his experience in Psalm 34:6 which says, “This 
poor man cried, and the Lord heard him and saved him from all his troubles.” 
   2.  He is ready to be good to them even before he is asked.  A good man, 
by virtue of his inclination, cannot wait until someone seeks out his help but instead is on the 
lookout for those who need his help.  He inquires to find those in need of a favor.  It is certain 
that God anticipates his creature and lavishes innumerable kindnesses on it even before he is 
asked.  See Isaiah 65:1 which says “I was sought by those who did not ask; I was found by those 
who did not seek Me…”  One would think that it would be enough for God to act after his 
creatures pray but read Isaiah 65:24 which says, “Even before they call, I will answer; while they 
are still speaking, I will hear.”  The psalmist as a result responds in Psalm 32:5 with “I said, “I will 
confess my transgressions to the Lord,” and You took away the guilt of my sin.” 
   3.  He does good to the creature even though the creature has provoked 
him to the contrary.  A good man will respond with good for evil even to his very enemy.  If he 
is hungry, the good man will feed him, etc.  He will, if possible, break his heart with kindness 
and it is in this that God’s goodness is greatly praised.  We read in Matthew 5:45, “…so that you 
may be sons of your Father in heaven. For He causes His sun to rise on the evil and the good, 
and sends rain on the righteous and the unrighteous.”  See also Romans 5:8.  [But God proves 
His own love for us in that while we were still sinners, Christ died for us!]  He not only repays 
the creature’s service with kindness but also obligates them when they dishonor him to repent 
and return to obedience.  See Romans 2:4 which says, “Or do you despise the riches of His 
kindness, restraint, and patience, not recognizing that God’s kindness is intended to lead you to 
repentance?” 
   4.  He does good to a large number of creatures.  Goodness is poured out 
in every direction.  A good man cannot be content with being good to only one or two but 
instead he would do good to everyone as he has opportunity and ability.  See Galatians 6:10 
which says, “Therefore, as we have opportunity, we must work for the good of all, especially for 
those who belong to the household of faith.”  Truly all creatures, as innumerable as they are, 
receive the abundance of God’s goodness.  See Psalm 145:15 which says, “All eyes look to You, 
and You give them their food at the proper time.” For this reason God is compared to the sun in 
Psalm 84:11 [For the Lord God is a sun and shield…] which gives light to the whole earth and to 
a fountain in Jeremiah 2:13 [For My people have committed a double evil: They have 
abandoned Me, the fountain of living water…] which sends out streams of water far and near. 
   5.  He never tires of doing good.  A good man is not tired out.  His natural 
inclination maintains in him a readiness to produce more and more acts of goodness.  God is 
this way, like the sun which is never tired in its travels around the earth but is a giant in its 
works.  See Psalm 19:4.  [Their message has gone out to all the earth, and their words to the 
ends of the world. In the heavens He has pitched a tent for the sun.]  It is like a spring-fed pool 
which runs as full today as it did yesterday, and gives its streams the fullness of its freely 
flowing water. 
   6.  He delights in doing good.  Acts which come naturally are pleasant.  
The sun enjoys running its race.  Good men are never happier than when they are doing good 
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to others.  In the same way, God takes delight in being kind to his creatures.  See Micah 7:18 
which says, “…because He delights in faithful love.”  We may go so far as to say that he is in his 
element when he is kind.  It is one thing in which he enhances his glory.  In all these respects, 
the goodness of the creature is but a poor, dark shadow of his goodness as will be shown in the 
things which follow.  Thus,… 
  2.  Let us take a more particular account of the various revelations which are to 
be made of this goodness in the works of God.  And these can be reduced to two headings.  
God’s goodness may be considered 1) as it relates to his creatures in general and 2) as it reveals 
itself to fallen man in particular. 
   (1.)  The goodness of God may be considered as it relates to the creatures 
in general.  We have observed that it is universal and none are exempted from it.  Therefore all 
beings abundantly declare the goodness of God and we may trace the footsteps of it through all 
of God’s works seen in his power to work, both in creation and as one who maintains creation. 
    1.  It was goodness that made or gave being to the creature.  The 
created being is the particular issue and product of goodness as well as power.  Goodness is 
counted to be one of the prime intentions that brought it into being.  Merely to be is, in nature, 
better than not to be.  The creature has its being from God.  See Acts 17:28.  [For in Him we live 
and move and exist, as even some of your own poets have said, ‘For we are also His offspring.]  
Once the creature did not exist and it never would have existed if God’s order had not given 
entity to it. 
    2.  That God made it for a purpose which it was to accomplish.  
Philosophy tells us that the purpose and goodness of a thing are interconnected.  It would be 
better for a thing not to exist if it has no use or purpose.  And the goodness of a thing is in 
proportion to the purpose it serves.  Therefore we see that God made the creature for a 
purpose and that purpose was no less than God’s own glory as we read in Proverbs 16:4 which 
says, “The Lord has prepared everything for His purpose— even the wicked for the day of 
disaster.”  See also Revelation 4:11.  [Our Lord and God, You are worthy to receive glory and 
honor and power, because You have created all things, and because of Your will they exist and 
were created.]  He sets his great goodness to accomplish his glory. 
    3.  That he put into the creature a fitness or capacity of 
accomplishing their end in their place.  To have made a thing for a purpose which it could never 
reach would have been to make it uselessly.  The inherent goodness of any thing is in its 
usefulness for the purpose for which it is designed.  So far as it is useful, it is good.  Now this 
was the goodness which God saw in all his works and his creation had this goodness from him.  
His wisdom imagined and his power put it into effect.  The effect is itself his goodness.  There is 
no creature which does not have its use. 
    4.  That he put creation into such order or harmony that every 
creature is most capable of serving its end in the place in which it is.  Without this, the habitual 
goodness of the creature could not have exerted itself.  Some creatures are to serve God by 
serving their fellow creatures.  Others are to serve him by improving his fellow creatures for 
God’s glory.  Thus, every creature was set in its place.  Thus there is a link between the creature 
and its place. 
    5.  This goodness has expressed itself more to some creatures 
than to others.  Though God’s goodness is infinite within himself, its effect is dispensed in 
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different ways to the creature.  Thus some are more indebted to him than other because he has 
allotted more to them, for… 
     1.  Some creatures have a more noble and excellent nature 
than others.  As there are orders of being, so there are degrees of excellence.  A plant is more 
excellent than a stone.  A creature with senses is of a greater perfection than one which is 
vegetative and a reasoning creature is more noble than all of these.  See Job 35:11.  […who 
gives us more understanding than the animals of the earth and makes us wiser than the birds of 
the sky?”] 
     2.  Thus some creatures are capable of a more noble kind 
of service than others.  Some beings were made to serve God by serving man.  But man was 
made specifically and only for the service of God.  Some beings were to serve God passively 
since they were not capable of actually contriving to glorify him whereas man was to serve God 
actively since he was made a Cause by Counsel [reasoning creature] in all of his actions. 
     3.  Some creatures were made to only temporary in their 
existence and then to end forever in regards to the individual being which they had.  Others 
were made to exist for eternity and consequently were capable of serving God without ever 
ending.  In particular, these are angels and men. 
     4.  Some were made capable of happiness in attaining 
their end while others were altogether incapable of enjoyment since their nature is 
incompatible with enjoyment.  A beast cannot be happy, nor can a star but a man can be.  
Therefore these types of created beings have more of the divine goodness allotted to them and 
are under a stronger obligation to God. 
   2.  In the works of Providence.  It is in the works of Providence that the 
goodness of God displays itself eminently, both to creation universally and to man in particular. 
    1.  His goodness is great towards creation universally.  All 
creatures take part in his providential goodness.  This includes all the various kinds of creatures 
and each creature individually.  There are two things most particularly in which it appears: 
     1.  In the sustaining of life which he carries out on their 
behalf.  The whole creation is dependent.  The creatures which exist cannot stand alone but 
must be sustained.  As the creature came into being from nothing, it would retreat into nothing 
again if God did not support it with his right hand of power.  God’s supporting hand allows the 
continuation of creation.  It is this which keeps things in existence and maintains their essence.  
Should God for even one moment withdraw this hand of his or pull it away from underneath a 
created being, the creature would in that very moment sink into an abyss of non-existence and 
be entirely annihilated.  See Hebrews 1:3 which says “The Son is the radiance[a] of God’s glory 
and the exact expression of His nature, sustaining all things by His powerful word.”  Therefore, 
if existence is the fruit of goodness, it stands necessarily that goodness is what allows the 
creature to continue its existence. 
     2.  In the care God uses to provide for the preservation of 
his creatures.  Both the supplies themselves and the in effectiveness by which they benefit the 
creature are a result of the goodness of God.  The creature lacks the ability to sustain itself, nor 
is it capable and without being provided for, it would soon perish.  The very instinct by which 
unreasoning creatures provide for themselves comes from God but that is not all.  It is God that 
keeps the wheels of created beings moving forward so that provision is continually made for 
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the creatures’ maintenance.  It is God that brings this provision to them when he has provided 
it.  He is the Father of this immense family.  His universal goodness is commended by the fact 
that he not only sees to the needs of the more excellent members of creation but also to the 
least and most disdained of them so that not one is forgotten.  See Psalm 104:27, 28 which 
says, “All of them wait for You to give them their food at the right time.  When You give it to 
them, they gather it; when You open Your hand, they are satisfied with good things.”  The 
ravens, yes, even the young ravens are looked after by him as we read in Psalm 147: 9.  [He 
provides the animals with their food, and the young ravens, what they cry for.]  See also the 
end of Job chapter 38.  [Job 38:41  He provides the animals with their food, and the young 
ravens, what they cry for.]  All this is done by opening his liberal hand.  See Psalm 145:26.  
[Psalm 145 does not have 26 verses.  Possibly verse 16 which reads:  You open Your hand and 
satisfy the desire of every living thing.] 
     2.  This is more particularly revealed in the Providence 
which he exercises towards man.  I shall only point out two or three passages which concerned 
man before his terrible apostasy because that which refers to fallen man will be covered under 
the next heading of evidence.  Here then God commended his goodness to man specifically in 
three things: 
      1.  In that God gave man command over his fellow 
creatures and the liberty to make use of them for his own good.  Man’s dominion was at first 
founded in God’s goodness, i.e. that excellent character which God granted him at the 
beginning and recorded in Genesis 1:28, 29 which reads “God blessed them, and God said to 
them, “Be fruitful, multiply, fill the earth, and subdue it. Rule the fish of the sea, the birds of the 
sky, and every creature that crawls on the earth.”  God also said, “Look, I have given you every 
seed-bearing plant on the surface of the entire earth and every tree whose fruit contains seed. 
This food will be for you…”  This was a token of God’s kindness.  Man’s right properly derives 
from this gift from God.  The creatures were God’s property originally and were not man’s until 
God gave them to him.  Consider how kindhearted this was and how much under obligation to 
God is man because of it.  The Psalmist notes this with admiration in Psalm 8.  Through this God 
bestowed on man an honorable and generous means of maintaining himself and as much good 
to man as was contained within the things given to him.  So much did God’s goodness express 
itself towards man! 
      2.  In that God gave man a law to direct him in his 
reasonable service to God.  Other creatures were governed by instinct but man was a Cause by 
Counsel and needed a Rule to which to conform himself or else he would live in vain.  God gave 
him a law through his good will and this law was made in every way suitable to man’s nature.  
There was nothing in it except that which was holy, just and good as we read in Romans 9:14.  
[What should we say then? Is there injustice with God? Absolutely not!]  Now, the goodness of 
the law that was given necessarily results from and gives evidence of the goodness of the 
lawgiver. See Nehemiah 9:13 which reads “You came down on Mount Sinai, and spoke to them 
from heaven.  You gave them impartial ordinances, reliable instructions, and good statutes and 
commands.” 
      3.  In that he promised them glorious rewards for 
their obedience.  The first covenant is said to be a covenant of works because the promise was 
attached to the condition of man’s personal obedience, not because that obedience had a value 
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in proportion to the reward.  If was free goodness that secured man to the covenant; a 
constant life of happiness based on the assumption that man faithfully discharged the duty 
required of him.  Man owed himself to God but God owed nothing to man until man had 
voluntarily by promise had made himself a debtor.  It was therefore incomparable goodness 
that stood ready to do such great things for man. 
 
USE: 
 From this we may note how vile and horrible a thing man’s apostasy was and how 
deeply we ought to be humbled when we consider that we all participate in it.  No insults are 
more brutish and inhumane than the insults we offer to his goodness.  Even the heathen could 
say Si ingratum dixeris, omnia dixisti.  [Latin literally “If to an ungrateful man, but said all”.  
General sense is “If you pronounce a man ungrateful, you say all that can be said against him.”]  
Ingratitude is unreasonable.  Indeed we should blush and our conscience should give us no rest 
when we consider that there is not a more convincing and shameful accusation to be made 
against any sin than to consider the strong cords of goodness by which God bound us to him 
and yet we tear them apart when we determine to sin against him. 
 If we would then determine to abhor ourselves and grieve for our sin as is only proper, 
let us contemplate the innumerable paths of God’s goodness which he offered to us and we 
rejected. 
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